White Water team ties for 4th in national finals

Members of the MIT White Water Club finished the spring racing season this past weekend by sponsoring the National Canoe and Eastern Kayak Slikem championships at Jamaica, Vermont, where they under-strengthened engineer team tied...
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Once in-a-lifetime

MIRANDA

camera

sale

One day only

MAY 23rd - TECH COOP

All day demonstrations by Miranda factory representatives on the day of the sale.

for one day only, and only at thecoop, we are offering two top models of Miranda cameras at rocktably low prices. Prices in the Fv and FvT models have been slashed so much, we can't list them here... You have tro to go in and get the great low price... in person!

We available will be: THE MIRANDA SENSOR. The world’s only camera capable of dismissing light through the lens at any aperture of your own choosing. Prices in the Fv and FvT models have been slashed so much, we can't list them here... You have tro to go in and get the great low price... in person!


THE COOP

2001: a space odyssey

SUPER PANAVISION CINEMANCIE METROCOLOR

RESERVED BEAT TICKETS AT BOX-OFFICE OR BY MAIL

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT BOX-OFFICE OR CALL STARRIHO SCREENPLAY BY PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

KO-0-009M1

"Kubrick provides the viewer with the closest equivalent to psychedelic experience this side of hallucinogens!" — Time "A fantastic movie about man's future! An unprecedented psychedelic roller coaster of an experience!" — Life "Kubrick's '2001' is the ultimate trip!" — Creation Science Monitor

Inquiries to

RACQUET'S RESERVING

Tennis & Squash Shop

1811 15th Street, NW

(202) 659-1788
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Intramurals

LCA B topples Burton

By George Nevoziolka

Steve Pease '68 kept up his brilliant pitching and, as a result, LCA B kept right on winning. Favorited Burton A was the latest victim, falling by a 5-1 count in the finals of the winner's bracket. Ken Kemer '66 doubled in both LCA runs in the third inning and Pease held Burton to only one base hit, to sew up the triumph. Burton threatened in the seventh inning when they tallied their only run and put the potential tying run on base. Paul Miller '68 pitched a strong but losing game for Burton. Burton, hapless by the loss of their starting catcher, who was hurt in a motorcycle accident prior to the game, hopes to again challenge LCA B by capturing the loser's bracket. In games in the loser's bracket, SAM topped LCA A 1-2 in a pitcher's duel. Paul Stikes '70 stopped the LCA A team for the second time in the play-offs, as John Barnes '68 again absorbed the defeat. SAM easily dispatched DU 7-0 behind the abler hitting of Don Paul '67 in the other half of the bracket.

Survivor meets LCA B

SAM faces SAM next and the winner goes on to play Burton A for the right to face LCA B for the championship. The eventual survivor of the loser's bracket will have to best LCA B twice in order to become the playoff winner. LCA A meets DU in a battle for fifth.

In the B tournament semi-finals, TC dropped NRSA 7-4, while Burton C defeated Senior House by the same score. These C ended NRSA's string of victories over A League squads at two, so qualify for the finals. The victor of the TC-Burton C contest captures seventh place, while the loser gets eighth. Senior House and NRSA tie for the ninth and tenth spots.

LCA defeats TC

Burton House and LCA became finalists in water polo, Burton qualifying by forfeit from DU and LCA decisively beating TC 10-9. Thus, Cat, third, was expected to keep the outcomes much closer, but a 7-0 effort by LCA put the match away early. LCA and Burton meet in the winner's bracket finals on Monday.

In the winner’s bracket semi-finals, PDT upset Baker House 8-7 and SAM edged Sigma Chi 11-10 in overtime. TC faces PDT, while SAM takes on DU in games on Saturday. The winners face each other and the survivor plays the loser of the LCA-B Burton contests.

Burton House is favored to capture the championship on the strength of its regular season throttling of LCA. However, LCA beat Burton in the finals last year in a similar situation.

LCA wrapped up the squash crown with its second straight victory over Burton House in the double elimination finals. Mike Oliver (LCA) beat Mike Carino '67 and SAM edged Sigma Chi 11-10 in overtime. TC faces PDT, while SAM takes on DU in games on Saturday. The winners face each other and the survivor plays the loser of the LCA-B Burton contests.
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